Normandy International Baroque Music Competition

CONCOURS CORNEILLE 2019

SINGING
Chairwoman of the Jury: Stéphanie d’Oustrac
Rouen from 12 to 15 September 2019
Final concert, 15 Sept. 2019 at 4 pm

Chapelle Corneille – Opéra of Rouen Normandy
Normandy International Baroque Music Competition

After the great success of the three previous editions, the Corneille Competition is dedicated this year to the singing. Under the majestic vaults of the Corneille Chapel, new talents from all over the world will compete before a jury chaired by Stéphanie d’Oustrac, famous mezzo-soprano with an international career, and composed of renowned artists, professors and producers, who will reveal the promising singers of the Baroque singing of tomorrow.

The Corneille Competition is presented by Le Poème Harmonique – Vincent Dumestre in collaboration with the Opera of Rouen-Normandy.

THE COMPETITION AT A GLANCE

REGISTRATIONS & INFORMATIONS until 27 June 2019 on lepoemeharmonique.fr concours@lepoemeharmonique.fr

JURY (IN PROGRESS)
Stéphanie d’Oustrac Chairwoman – France
Vincent Dumestre – France
Christian Schirm – France
Alain Perroux – France
Ashley Solomon – UK
Ludmila Talikova – Russia

REWARDS
1st prix – €4,000
2nd Prix – €2,000
Audience Award – €1,000